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PRESS RELEASE

ROPARDO Introduces New Services to Digitalize Business Processes

ROPARDO - the leading nearshore competent partner from Romania, Sibiu, East Europe, will present
new application-related services at CeBIT 2015 (March 16th-20th) in Hannover, Germany.
With a fast pace of the industrial evolution, software development is the key to change the business
model through a digitization of every day work and personal activities. Big Data, cloud computing, mobile
access and social and security issues are increasingly interrelated and have major impact on business
and society to keep them simple.
Keep IT simple is also the core meaning we give to our expertise and we take it to new heights by
bringing out vitalized nearshore software development and server maintenance. We are a strong
and dynamic enterprise with emphasis on the development of IT solutions with the newest technologies
for complex business procedures.
On this occasion, we introduce digitalized solutions with applicability in Sales Force Automation,
Tourism, Health&Fitness and Automotive integrated with full-cycle services. Our offering of innovative
services is meant to help businesses decrease their costs, while improving their processes.
“We find the 2015 CeBIT event, organized under the idea of digital transformation of life and society, is a
good opportunity for us to showcase revolutionary products developed by our team for the benefit of
businesses in a large area of industries!” says Ciprian Candea, CEO of ROPARDO.
Learn more on:
http://ropardo.ro/custom-software/
blog.ropardo.ro
www.nearshore-romania.com
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ROPARDO is one of the leading and growing IT companies in Romania with a 20-year tradition in
delivering offshore, near-shore and on site projects. We specialize in custom software development,
implementation of complex software solutions, maintenance of software/IT systems, and full Oracle EBS
and SAP consultancy for worldwide customers operating in a wide range of industries.
At ROPARDO we employ in-house resources to provide full support in consulting, developing and
maintaining the most suitable Mobile Apps, tailored for each and every customer to get their businesses
mobile.
Our dedicated Mobile Software team of developers builds for you customized Mobile Apps that perform
as expected. We are committed to providing the best mobile solutions, bridging the WWW with the
Mobile Application World. Our range of Mobile Application Development platforms includes Windows
Mobile Application, Mobile enabled website development, J2ME, Android – Google mobile, iPhone
Mobile Application Development.
We are a flexible organization in dealing with projects but our main objectives have always been steady:
to provide solutions for the future, optimized and innovative, while staying committed to the customers’
needs. Quality, flexibility, transparency, fairness are values we believe in and key differentiators that
make of us a long-term partner on the highway to success.

For more information, please visit our website www.ropardo.ro.
or contact us at +40 (269) 231037
or e-mail us at office@ropardo.ro
or, why not, pay us a visit: Str. Reconstrucţiei 2A, 550129 Sibiu, Romania
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